PRESS RELEASE
WIKIPAD PRICE DROP
$199 Price Point Provides Gamers Android Gaming Tablet
Wikipad, Inc. (wikipad.com) today announced a price drop for the Wikipad 7” gaming
tablet. Now priced at $199, Wikipad 7” is the only tablet to possess both the unique
combination of a console quality gaming experience with the functionality and
portability of a tablet thanks to its award-winning and patented detachable dual-analog
controller.
The Wikipad 7” gaming experience offers controller mapping, which eliminates one of
the limitations of mobile games is that complex games often have control schemes not
suited for touch screens. Aptly named Wikipad Controller Assistant, users can transform ordinary touchscreen controls of virtually any Android game into extraordinary
gaming experiences using Wikipad’s patented gamepad controller. Content is king and
Wikipad 7” offers a complete ransom of software riches such as Madfinger Games’ Dead
Trigger 2 and titles from amazing partners such as Google Play from Google Mobile
Services, PlayStation®Mobile games from Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., and
TegraZone – NVIDIA's free app that highlights the best games optimized for the Tegra
processor.
When the gamepad controller is detached, Wikipad’s sleek design and Android 4.2 Jelly
Bean operating system provide gamers with power, speed and functionality necessary
for surfing the web, watching the latest YouTube sensation, tweeting, checking Facebook status, and enjoying all the latest films, books, magazines and music. Fans can
even use dongles such as Google Chromecast to stream content direct from Wikipad 7”
to their TV.
Wikipad 7” comes standard with 16 GB memory and possess an additional micro SD slot
to support a further 32 GB of storage together with micro USB, GPS, accelerometer and
gyroscope. The tablets ultra-light, super thin chassis stands optimized for cloud
gaming with a 12 core Nvidia GPU. With an aspect ratio of 16:10, a 2-mega-pixel front
facing camera the Wikipad 7” gaming tablet offers true widescreen HD display and
HDMI out.
For a full list of retailers, product specs, a comprehensive support page, technical
forums, and retailers please visit: http://www.wikipad.com/.
About Wikipad
Wikipad Inc. is a leading developer and designer of video game tablets and devices.
Headquartered in Los Angeles, California, Wikipad Inc. is uniquely positioned as
pioneers and innovators in the mobile entertainment world by leading the way in
accessible and comfortable consumer devices for video games, web, education, movies
and television content. Wikipad devices are powered by Nvidia® Tegra® processors
and are Sony PlayStation® Mobile certified.
PlayStation® is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
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